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The Search for an EDM!

T	


Standard Model CP violation 
generates EDMs far too small 
to measure.  !

Theories of physics beyond 
the Standard Model →  
EDMs large enough to see 
with current experiments. !

Therefore, finding an EDM would 
be proof of new physics.!

Therefore, keep on looking!!

A permanent EDM !
violates T :!

Search for an EDM of the neutron began 
60 years ago, so far no luck.!

with CPT theorem, implies CP violation!
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Measuring an EDM via Larmor precession!

B 

µ	
ωL!

d 

E 

larger E-fields give better sensitivity, need to control magnetic fields!
very well, guard against any B-fields correlated with E!
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EDM searches: the neutron

best limit:

  |dn| < 3.0 !10"26 e cm (2006)

C. A. Baker et al, PRL 97, 131801 (2006).

UCN + 199Hg comagnetometer 

(Sussex/ILL)

Next generation: cryogenic measurement in liquid He (Oakridge and ILL)

• Expected sensitivity ~ 10–28 e cm  
!
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Jen-Chieh Peng 

http://g2pc1.bu.edu/lept06/Peng-LM06.pdf
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EDM searches: neutron!
best limit:  |dn| < 3.0 ×10−26 e cm (2006)!
C. A. Baker et al, PRL 97, 131801 (2006).!
UCN+199Hg comagnetometer (Sussex/
RAL/ILL)!
!
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UCN: ultracold neutrons!
v = 0-6 m/s, can be stored in 
material bottles!
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YbF!

2010!

YbF!

2015!

ThO!
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EDM searches: electron!

•  Other efforts:
–   polar molecules 

WC (Mich.),
HfH+ (JILA) ....

–   laser cooled Cs (Penn St., Texas)
–   solid state (Amherst, Indiana, Yale)

–  electron EDM is enhanced by 
relativistic effects in heavy 
paramagnetic atoms/molecules!

–  best atomic limit is from Berkeley 
Thallium beam experiment:!

 dTl = –585 de  
|de| < 1.6 ⋅10−27 e cm (2002) 
B.C. Regan, E.D. Commins, C.J. Schmidt, and 
D. DeMille, PRL 88, 071805 (2002).

–  polar molecules have recently 
eclipsed Tl!

  YbF at Imperial College:!
 dYbF ~ 106 de  

|de| < 1.05 ⋅10−27 e cm (2011) 
J.J. Hudson, D.M. Kara, I.J. Smallman, B.E. 
Sauer, M.R. Tarbutt, and E. A. Hinds, Nature 
473, 493 (2011).


ThO at Harvard/Yale:!
 |de| < 0.9 ⋅10−28 e cm (2014) 

-ACME Collab.. Science 343, 269 (2014) 
!

atoms	


molecules	




UV lamps

UV laser

|d(199Hg)| < 3.1x10-29 e cm  → !
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≈ 10-3 

EDM searches: diamagnetic atoms !

S.K. Lamoreaux, J.P. Jacobs, B.R. Heckel, F.J. Raab, and E.N. Fortson,  PRL 59, 2275 (1987).
J.P. Jacobs, W.M. Klipstein, S.K. Lamoreaux, B.R. Heckel, and E.N. Fortson, PRA 52, 3521 (1995).
M.V. Romalis, W.C. Griffith, J.P. Jacobs, and E.N. Fortson, PRL 86, 2505 (2001).
W.C. Griffith, M.D. Swallows, T.L. Loftus, M.V. Romalis, B.R. Heckel, and E.N. Fortson, PRL 102, 101601 (2009).

–  Diamagnetic atoms (1S0 ground state) with finite nuclear spin (I) are 
sensitive to the EDM of the nucleus / CP-violating nuclear forces

Expected signal is larger for 
heavier atoms:!

199Hg is the heaviest, stable 
I=1/2 nucleus!

other diamagnetic 
experiments:
Xe (Princeton, Tokyo, 
TUM, Mich.)
trapped Ra (Argonne,KVI)
Rn (Mich./TRIUMF)





EDM searches!
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fundamental!
CP-violating phases!

de,dµ
Cqe,Cqq

CS,P,T

θQCD,dq, !dq

gπNN

EDMs of 
paramagnetic atoms 
and molecules!
Tl, Cs, YbF, ThO…!

EDMs of 
diamagnetic atoms: 
Hg, Xe, Ra, Rn…!

EDMs of 
nuclei!

dn,dp

Energy!
SUSY?!TeV!

QCD!

nuclear!

atomic!



EDM searches!
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• EDM limits from the neutron, 
paramagnetic, and diamagnetic 
atoms can set orthogonal bounds 
on CP-violation in SUSY and other 
standard model extensions!

•  It is important to improve EDM 
sensitivity in all 3 sectors!

M = 1TeV!
tan β = 3!

T. Falk, K. Olive, M. Pospelov, R. Roiban, Nucl. Phys. !
B560 3 (1999).  Update A. Ritz (2011).!
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EDM limits on MSSM 
CP violating phases!



Impact of LHC!
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E.g. - SUSY CP Problem (given LHC constraints)

27
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Msusy = 2 TeV

➠
1st gen squarks 
excluded by direct 
searches at ~1 TeV

Msusy = 500 GeV

(pre-LHC) (now)

EDMs have for many years required (tuned) O(10-3) CP-odd phases 
for generic weak-scale SUSY. The LHC appears to have “resolved” 
this by pushing mass limits on 1st generation sfermions above a TeV

McKeen,Pospelov&Ritz!
hep-ph 1303.1172!
Heavy sfermions >50 TeV	

1 TeV gauginos	

Present EDM Limits	


pre-LHC:! now:!

EDMs sensitive to 200 TeV 
SUSY!
!
grey is ruled out by quark chromo-
EDM limit from 199Hg!
!

from A. Ritz!
http://www.psi.ch/psi2013/!



Hg EDM experiment!
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a gas of Hg atoms is 
contained in a quartz vapor 
cell… !

spin precession of the 
Hg atoms is interrogated 
by a UV laser!

a stack of 4 cells is 
placed in a magnetic 
and electric field!

Univ. of Washington!
Seattle, USA!



Hg EDM prospects!

• Hg EDM limit from 2009 sets most precise upper bound on 
any EDM!
–  provides extremely tight constraint on CP violating nuclear 

forces, proton EDM, and competitive bound on neutron 
EDM:  |dp| < 7.9 ⋅10−25 e cm,  |dn| < 5.8 ⋅10−26 e cm 	


• 4-cell data taking continues with 3-5x improvement in 
statistical sensitivity!
–  improved Hg cell coherence times (500-1000 sec.)!
–  precession in the dark measurement!
–  improved magnetic noise!

• Expect a factor of 3-4 improvement in limit by the end of 
2014!
–  current apparatus/technique can reach a x10 

improvement in a few years (~ 10–30 e cm!)!
11!

|d(199Hg)| < 3.1 × 10–29 e cm (95% CL) 



electron EDM: YbF at Imperial College!
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•  Imperial College, YbF!
• Result in 2011: |de| < 1.05 x 10–27 e cm!

–  first polar molecule measurement to reach higher 
sensitivity than atomic Tl result!

Royal Society, STFC, EPSRC, European Research Council!
http://www3.imperial.ac.uk/ccm/research/edm!
http://www.nature.com/nature/journal/v473/n7348/full/nature10104.html!
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15 x10 improvement in 5 years, another 10-30x may be possible with method 



Proposed YbF fountain:!

Fantastically inefficient: 10-8 from cell to detector. But T = 
300ms, so 60h of data gives σd = 3x10-31 e.cm!!

Design for a fountain of YbF 
molecules to measure the 
electron's electric dipole 

moment	

M R Tarbutt, B E Sauer, J J Hudson 

and E A Hinds	

New J. Phys. 15 (2013) 

053034	


electron EDM prospects: YbF at Imperial College!



Muon magnetic dipole moment, g-2!
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Measurement from E821 at BNL in 2001!
presently differs from SM by ~ 3.5 σ!

storage ring transported to 
FNAL, summer 2013!

Goal: improve precision by 
4x, if things remain the 
same, SM discrepancy 
would increase to ~ 6 σ!

UK involvement: 
Cockcroft, Liverpool, 
Oxford, UCL, RAL-TD!
Parallel session talks: 
Tues 14:15, 14:45!
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Muon magnetic dipole moment, g-2!

Y	


X	
X	


µ, eµ, e

New physics as: !

�
m�

MNEW

�2

Muon has sensitivity to new physics in 20 MeV to 
TeV region depending on coupling/model.!

Muon more sensitive than electron to new physics!

Muon g-2 measurements also can be used to 
extract muon EDM!

from E821, dμ < 2 x 10–19 e.cm	

expected improvement at FNAL:!

!dμ < 2 x 10–19 e.cm !
!

Similar storage ring methods also applicable to 
other charged particle EDMs – proton, deuteron…!
http://www.bnl.gov/edm/!



Worldwide UCN nEDM experiments, Fall 2013!
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Experiment UCN source cell 
Measurement 

techniques 
σd  Goal 

(10-28 e-cm) 
PSI EDM Solid D2  Vac. Ramsey for ω, external Cs & 3He,  Xe or 

Hg comagnetometer 
Phase1 ~ 100 
Phase 2 < 50 

ILL-PNPI 
           

ILL turbine 
PNPI/Solid D2  

Vac. Ramsey technique for ω	

E=0 cell for magnetometer 

Phase1<100  
< 10  

ILL - CryoEDM Superfluid 4He 4He Cryo HV, SuperCond., Ramsey technique, 
external SQUID mag.  	


< 10 

Munich FRMII Solid D2 Vac. Room Temp, Hg Co-mag., also external 
Cs mag. 

< 5 

RCNP/TRIUMF Superfluid 4He Vac. Small vol., Xe co-mag. @ RCNP 
Then move to TRIUMF  

< 50 
< 5 

SNS EDM Superfluid 4He 4He Cryo-HV, 3He capture for ω, 3He co-mag. 
with SQUIDS & dressed spins, supercond. 

 
< 5 

JPARC  Solid D2 Vac. Under Development 

LANL Solid D2 Vac. preliminary stages – UCN source 
upgrades, Room Temp, Hg Co-mag 

* B. Fillipone slide from PSI2013!



neutron EDM: PSI !

•  collaboration: 45 members from 14 institutions in 7 countries!
•  using Sussex/RAL room temperature UCN/Hg comagnetometer 

apparatus on PSI UCN source!
–  state of the art Cs atom magetometry to evaluate magnetic 

uniformity, control systematic effects!
–  254 nm laser system replaces discharge lamps for Hg polarization/

readout, and other technology upgrades…!

20!



neutron EDM: PSI status!

21!

RAL/Sx/ILL* PSI 2012 PSI 2013
 best avg best avg best avg

E-field 8.8 8.3 8.33 7.9 12 10.3
Neutrons 14 000 14 000 9 000 5 400 10 500 6 500
Tfree  130 130 200 200 200 180
Tduty 240 240 360 360 340 340
α	
 0.6 0.453 0.65 0.57 0.62 0.57
day (10-25ecm)	
 2.3 3.0 2.3 3.5 1.5 2.8

* Best nedm limit:���
Baker et al., PRL97(2006)	


2
σ

αTE N
=

h

systematics controlled well below 2006 result.!
Hope to take 100 days nEDM data in 2014!
reach ~10–26 e cm in a few years, !
!
then change to upgraded n2edm apparatus: double Ramsey chambers, 
expected 5-7x improvement in sensitivity!

UCN source has not performed as well as expected,!
but output has increased every year of operation…!



Cryogenic nEDM!

•  create high UCN density by superthermal production in LHe!
•  high electric field breakdown strength in LHe (> 30kV/cm)!

–  room temperature experiments generally limited to 10 kV/cm !
•  superconducting magnetic shielding and magnetic coils give 

higher stability field environment!
–  can also use low TC SQUID sensors!

•  longer UCN storage times at low temperatures, leakage 
currents tend to be smaller!

•  but… very difficult experimental challenges in building a 
cryogenic UCN apparatus!
–  UCN don’t like gaps – need to carefully design guides and 

transfer valves that will still work after thermal contraction!
–  long cycle times to make changes to the apparatus!

22!



SNS nEDM experiment at Oak Ridge!
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Fundamental Neutron Physics Beamline (FNPB) 12 

External nEDM building 
(completed Nov 2009) 

Cold beam line 

8.9 Å monochrometer 

8.9 Å  beam line 

Spallation Neutron Source,!
Oak Ridge Tennessee!

1 GeV, 1.4 mA Proton Linac!



SNS nEDM measurement at Oak Ridge!
•  UCN generated by superthermal production in LHe by cold neutron beam 

directly inside measurement cell!
–  no UCN transport issues!
–  need to deal with higher backgrounds in measurement cell, though!

•  superfluid 4He with small amount of polarized 3He  (ρ3/ρ4 ~ 10–10)!
–  3He acts as neutron spin analyzer!

•  UV scintillation light shifted to visible by tetraphenyl butadiene (TPB) on cell 
walls, cell walls act as light guides to PMTs!

–  detection of 3He precession with SQUIDs gives comagnetometer 
signal!

24!

3He as spin analyzer 

•  3He’s gyromagnetic ratio is larger than neutron’s by ~ 10% (γ3/γn ~ 1.1) 
•  Neutron absorption on 3He is highly spin dependent (σ>>σ) 

–  n+3He→p+t  
•  Reaction products of n+3He→p+t generates UV scintillation light (80 nm) 

in LHe. 

•  The UV light will be downconverted by a wavelength shifter and 
detected by PMTs. 

Spin dependent n-3He absorption reaction provides a measurement of the 
difference of the neutron precession frequency and the 3He precession 
frequency. 

7 

 
n+ 3 He → p + t + 764 keV   (σ↑↓  σ↑↑ )



SNS nedm apparatus!
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nEDM Experiment Schematic 13 

8.9 Å neutron beam 

6 m 

Upper 
cryostat 

Lower 
cryostat 

3 layer µ-metal shield 

3He services 

Central detector volume 
Magnet and shielding 
package 



SNS nEDM status!
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• 2-year focused R&D period ended in December!
–  tackling issues of electric field, magnetics, UCN storage, 

light collection…!
• DOE review judged that significant progress had been 

made, so moving on to “critical component demonstration”!
–  concentrate on building the most challenging components!

•  “from the inside out”!
–  3He services (custom DR, heat flush tests…), full size 

central detector system test cryostat, PULSTAR tests!
–  2014-2017!

•  installation and commissioning planned to begin in 
2018-2019!



CryoEDM!

27!

l  Superthermal UCN source!
-  He-II cooled to 0.6 K using 3He cryostat!

•  Fill separate measurement cells through UCN guides (all in SF He)!
•  Ramsey separated oscillatory fields technique to measure nEDM 

(as was used in room temperature experiment)!



CryoEDM status!
• CryoEDM accomplishments:!

–  Multiple operations of cryostat at 0.6 K base temperature, 
300 L superfluid He volume !

–  Superthermal UCN production at expected rate!
–  Demonstrated transport to Ramsey cells and to detectors!
–  Development/operation of solid-state UCN detectors in LHe!
–  Implementation of SQUID magnetometry system for nEDM!

• But …consistently low on manpower, apparatus very difficult 
to implement changes, slow to cooldown (2 months)…!

• December 2013 Science Board decision: “managed 
withdrawal” from CryoEDM!
–  scale of program required to reach a new physics result in a 

competitive timescale outside of STFC’s anticipated available 
resource levels!

28!



Path forward for UK in nEDM!

• Sussex will increase involvement with PSI room 
temperature experiment!
–  currently using UK-built apparatus on PSI UCN source!

• Sussex will provide expertise on analysis/simulation and Hg/
alkali magnetometry!

–  well positioned to reach improved nEDM result within 3 
years – other experiments are all outside of 5 years from 
physics results!

• Ultimately, greatest nEDM sensitivity is achievable in a 
fully cryogenic experiment!
–  greater neutron numbers from new UCN source 

technologies have so far been elusive!
–  stronger electric field obtainable in LHe gives the best 

chance for sensitivity gains!
29!



Path to a new cryogenic nEDM!
•  Some required parts:!

–  superthermal LHe UCN source on a 9Å cold neutron beamline!
•   must be much more efficient/shorter turnaround time than CryoEDM 

source – O. Zimmer group at ILL has made many advances in this area!
–  external magnetic shielding and compensation!

• P. Fierlinger at Munich has world leading uniformity in a magnetic 
shielded room!

–  cryogenic insert including ramsey cell with E field > 30 kV/cm, 
several hundred second UCN storage time, superconducting 
magnetic shielding !
•  utilize UK’s existing expertise/experience from CryoEDM, continued 

development of cryogenic nEDM techniques!
•  UK cannot build this alone – need a broad international collaboration!

–  building towards a unified European effort – high level of interest 
from Munich (Fierlinger) and Grenoble (Zimmer, Rebreyend) groups, 
very likely that a significant contingent from current PSI collaboration 
would join long term effort!

•  Experiment development at ILL, timescale may make ESS a 
possibility for exploitation! 30!
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Summary!

• EDM searches in the neutron, leptonic, and diamagnetic 
systems provide a valuable test for new sources of CP-
violation.!

• Expect 10–30 e cm EDM sensitivity in the next few years 
from Hg, and the electron (YbF, ThO)!

• neutron EDM limit still at 2006 Sussex/RAL level!
–  likely will be surpassed within a few years (with UK built 

apparatus and increased Sussex involvement)!
–  cryogenic techniques will ultimately give the greatest 

sensitivity gains!
• Evidence for BSM physics may be solidified with UK 

involvement in FNAL muon g–2!
–  also may find a muon EDM!



Thanks for slides and content!

• Blayne Heckel, Brent Garner (Hg)!
• David Demille, Brendon O’Leary (ThO)!
• Ben Sauer (YbF)!
• Mark Lancaster (muon g–2)!
• Klaus Kirch, Phillip Schmidt-Wellenburg (PSI)!
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